
with summer-surface values. In fact, the pockets probably rep-
resented summer surface material that was somehow incorpo-
rated into the sequence in bulk before any significant mixing
occurred. Given the considerable surface relief at the end of
winter, and the overhangs that are apparent on many sastrugi at
that time of year, it seems likely that summer-surface material is
preserved intact on occasion. The spacing and orientation of
these summer snow fossil pockets suggest that the protected
sides or snout of a single "mushroom" sastruga were filled in
and sealed off rapidly after a sudden change in wind direction
or speed. The nitrate high from the opposing wall is more
puzzling, but it coincides in time and close spatial proximity,
indicating that the three anomalies in the 1977 stratigraphic
layer are related. Considering that the frequency of occurrence
of such anomalies was 3 out of 170 (1 out of 57) cases or years at
any given point below the surface, it seems likely that they
reflect a local effect (e.g., a single sastruga), rather than a more
general phenomenon.

The presence of these fossil summer-surface anomalies is
significant for another reason. It implies that a series of nitrate
"spikes" in one ice core need not have any correlation with
spikes in other cores drilled more than a few meters away. These
anomalies and the high surface concentrations have demon-
strated that occasional spikes do exist in South Pole nitrate levels
and suggest the same possibility for other trace impurities in
remote polar icecaps.

This research was supported in part by National Science
Foundation grant DPI , 83-20210.
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Modern coherent radar for ice-sheet	pulse coherence over a long enough travel distance of the radar
also allows synthetic-aperture narrowing of the beamwidth thatsounding	 can reduce "cusping" in the return signals.

The output is provided to a real-time display and stored on a
cartridge in a "Bernoulli box" for subsequent analysis and high-

RICHARD K. MOORE
University of Kansas radar parameters

Radar Systems and Remote Sensing Laboratory
University of Kansas

Lawrence, Kansas 66045

Suitable very-high-frequency radar systems can profile the
bottom topography of an ice sheet, allow estimation about the
bottom properties, and indicate impurity and density-variation
layers within the ice sheets. Our work has been to develop a
completely modern system that may be used along with the
existing Wisconsin system to allow more investigators to use
this important tool, particularly for localized surveys.

As an engineering group, our work is intended to be comple-
mentary to that of glaciologists studying, initially, the west
antarctic ice sheet to provide expertise in radar system design
and operation, in signal processing, in electromagnetic wave
propagation, and in remote-sensing data interpretation.

A fully coherent radar has been built. (See table for param-
eters.) Use of pulse-compression and coherent signal integra-
tion (stacking) allows the system to achieve an equivalent peak
power of over 400 kilowatts in airborne use, and even more in
sled use, with an actual peak power of only 20 watts. Pulse-to-

Frequency	 150 megahertz (air wavelength 2
meters, ice wavelength, 1.5
meters)

Bandwidth	 17 megahertz (equivalent pulse
length 59 nanoseconds)

Range resolution	 8.85 meters air, 5 meters ice
Peak power	 20 watts
Equivalent peak power	450 kilowatts (after processing 256

pulses)
Antenna gain (one way)	12 decibels in air and 14.5 in ice
Along-track beamwidth°

(two-way, 3 decibels)	29" in air and 24" in ice
Across-track beamwidtha

(two-way, 3 decibels)	400 in air and 31 0 in ice
Equivalent along-track	0.30

beamwidth (100-meter
integration)

System sensitivity	 217 decibels
Detectable reflection	–21 decibels (power)

coefficient at 5 kilometers

a Note: Beamwidths for sled system.
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er quality display. The entire system is controlled by, and lower-
speed functions performed in, a portable computer. A moder-
ately directional antenna was designed for sled use and a com-
parable design for Twin Otter use has been completed. Both
were used successfully in December, 1987.

The system has been implemented in six major modules:
transmitter, receiver, digital processor and control, power sup-
ply, computer, and storage (Bernoulli box). Submodules are
arranged for ready replacement and testing. Photographs of
transmitter and receiver units are shown in the figure.

Initial tests were performed in the laboratory at South Pole
Station, and then along and near the runway with the equip-
ment mounted in a heated Sprite vehicle, with the antenna sled
and a generator sled towed behind. Apparently a synchroniza-
tion problem between the radar and the digital system resulted
in improper coherent integration. We attribute this problem to
the tight schedule for shipping to the Antarctic, because the
digital and analog units could be tested together only 2 days
before shipping. This integration problem was resolved during
the 1987 summer.

Further testing (successful) on sled and Twin Otter, and pre-
liminary operation in conjunction with west antarctic experi-
menters at ice stream B occurred during the 1987-1988 field
season. Design for LC-130 operation will also start shortly.

This work was supported by National Science Foundation
grant DPP 83-00450.

Transmitter and receiver units for University of Kansas antarctic
radar.

Polar Ice Coring Office activities in
East and West Antarctica

KARL C. KUIVINEN and BRUCE R. Koci

Polar Ice Coring Office
University of Nebraska at Lincoln

Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0640

The Polar Ice Coring Office (Pico) conducted two projects
during the 1986-87 antarctic field season. The primary activity
this season was an ice-core drilling project in support of inves-
tigations by Ellen Mosley-Thompson (Antarctic Journal, this is-
sue), Byrd Polar Research Center, Ohio State University. PICO
also extended the casing on the deep borehole at Byrd Station in
preparation for a borehole logging program scheduled for
1987-1988.

The ice-core drilling project was conducted at a site called
"plateau remote" (84°S 43°E, 3,330 meters elevation) near the
Pole of Relative Inaccessibility on the east antarctic plateau dur-
ing a 23-day field season in December and January. The PICO

electromechanical drill was used to collect 4-inch diameter cores
to depths of 205 and 202 meters. At those depths, the core
began to fracture due to removal of overburden pressure. Actu-
al drilling time was 32 hours for each hole. This experience
demonstrated the effectiveness of new double-angle cutter ge-
ometry in cutting very cold ice. Temperature profiles were log-
ged in both boreholes.

An additional experiment was conducted that involved drill-
ing two 16-meter holes for firn-core samples. Set-up and drill-
ing time for each hole was 35 minutes, suggesting that future
firn sampling projects should consider using a standard elec-
tromechanical drill for shallow holes if such a drill is available on
site.

The plateau site was high, cold, and remote which presented
interesting challenges for both equipment and personnel. Re-
strictions on aircraft landing weight forced an airdrop of fuel,
lumber, and frozen food. The airdrop was 100 percent suc-
cessful and is highly recommended as a way of getting supplies
to remote camps where weight is a critical factor. Snow provides
considerable cushioning during impact of dropped equipment.
Parachutes other than the ring-slot variety should be used for
dropping equipment more fragile than lumber. A beacon
dropped with a load would have facilitated relocating the drop
site.

A second project was conducted at Byrd Station during late
December. There, fiberglass pipe was used to extend the exist-
ing steel casing of the deep borehole located inside Byrd Station
through the roof of the main station trench to the current snow
surface. Surface snow was excavated from inside the drill tower,
a hole was augered through to the main station trench and 63
feet 2 inches (19 meters) of fiberglass casing was lowered into
place and coupled to the steel casing below. Upon completion,
the top of the casing extended 3 meters above the December
1986 snow surface. The fluid level inside the borehole was 88
feet 3 inches (27 meters) below the top of the steel casing. The
borehole is scheduled to be relogged for inclination, azimuth,
and temperature during the 1987-1988 field season.
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